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In Korean intellectual historiography, engagement with Western Catholic thought is cited as one of several influences contributing to the epistemic change that marked the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. However, studies of this influence have thus far been limited to intellectual and social historiography. This project helps to complete the general picture and to illuminate a somewhat obscured period in the history of Korean literature by connecting the philosophical and historical issues with the personal literature of the period, examining the subjective discourse associated with this influence as a text of change.

By examining a selection of Catholic-influenced Korean texts from the early nineteenth century, this project demonstrates that the personal discourse of individual Catholics expresses a new subjectivity of the human as separate from the world. That position is in fundamental contrast to the traditional Korean assumption of the human as part of a unifying self-contained cosmic pattern.

This examination also demonstrates that the assimilation of this ideology of separate human subjectivity is not monolithic but takes at least two forms. In his social poems, Tasan Chŏng Yagyŏng [다산 정약용] (1762-1836) reveals a paradigm of subjective distinction that translates into free will and responsibility, which supports his main purpose of ethical action in the world. The persecution-era letters of the young martyrs Hwang Sayŏng [황사영] (1775-1801) and Yi Suni [이순이] (1781-1801), and the guilt-ridden confession of the apostate Ch’oe Haedu [최해두] (c.1804), also express a subjective distinction from the world. In their case, this distinction is based on loyalty to a transcendent authority represented by the Church and by belief in the soul’s immortality. Hwang, Yi, and Ch’oe, like Tasan, represent the human being as distinct from the world, free to choose, and responsible to act righteously. However, their writings manifest an increasing focus upward to the transcendent world of heaven and inward to the individual soul, and greater disengagement with the world. The Tasanian subject, on the other hand, while distinct from the world, remains engaged. In both variations, nonetheless, the separation of human agency from the cosmic order represents a divergence from the dominant worldview of eighteenth and early nineteenth century Korea.
In light of this examination, is it possible to assert that the introduction of Western Catholic thought contributed to Korea’s transition to modernity? Inasmuch as the separation of human agency from the cosmic order was the point at which Tasan, Hwang Sayŏng, Yi Suni, and Ch’oe Haedu diverged from the dominant worldview of their milieu, Catholic-influenced discourse might indeed be said to have contributed to the movement toward a modern consciousness of distinct human subjectivity. On the other hand, the moral impetus of these writings and their expressed subjective dependence on heaven or God also trouble any clear-cut identification with the autonomous modern subject. Considering these points of identification with both modern and pre-modern subjectivity, Catholic-influenced discourse may be associated with the category of “transitional literature” that reflects the changes and the tensions of late Chosŏn Korea.

□ 학술 논문 Journal Articles


Tasan Chŏng Yagyong’s (1762–1836) philosophy is often noted for its departure from the mainstream Neo-Confucian thought of his time, particularly for its conception of the human mind as being distinguished from the cosmos. This aspect of Tasan’s philosophy implies a new paradigm of human subjectivity, which would have ramifications for his creative work. Thus, the question: How does this new subjectivity manifest itself in Tasan’s poetry? This paper analyses the characteristics of Tasan’s social poems that reflect his distinctive paradigm as follows: ethnic self-consciousness; heightened realism; oppositional images; anthropocentric themes; and a poetics of subject-object independence. Tasan’s distinctive subjectivity differs from the mainstream poetic trends of his time, but its moral engagement with the object of social malaise nonetheless remains faithful to the ethical goals of classical Confucianism.


The Catholic movement in Korea was birthed among Confucian scholars who sought to supplement Confucian philosophy with Catholic teaching. Hence, the earliest didactic writings were more syncretistic in content, integrating Catholic and Confucian themes. But as the movement became increasingly circumscribed by Church teachings and
regulations, the focus in its didactic literature shifted to exclusively Catholic and other-worldly themes. Two main points of divergence from Korean tradition may be traced in these early texts: loyalty extended to a transcendent object and belief in the soul's immortality. These transcendent motifs become more pronounced in the later texts. This divergence, in turn, signifies a shift to a subjectivity of the spiritual and intellectual self as separate from the world.

"Transcendence and Anxiety in the Prison Letters of Catholic Martyr Ludgarda Yi Suni(1782–1801) [천주교 순교자 루갈다 이순이의 옥중편지에 나타나는 초월성과 불안]." Religion and Literature 47.3 (Forthcoming, 2016).

In scholarship on late Chosŏn Korea (1392–1910), Catholicism is often credited with affording women more freedom and agency than offered in the traditional system. Its doctrine claimed that everyone was equal before God, and Catholic women were given opportunities for leadership and activity outside the home, a space to which they were usually confined in proper Confucian society. But a careful reading of the prison letters of Ludgarda Yi Suni, executed in 1801, complicates this oft-cited argument. Indeed, aspects of Ludgarda’s life and letters support the conception that Catholicism offered a more liberating space for women born into the confines of Chosŏn society. However, the letters also reveal that the epistemic shift of conversion came with a new burden: anxiety about the fate of one’s soul. At the same time, Ludgarda’s inward focus, facilitated by her Catholic subjectivity, also enabled a new kind of self-expression, marking one signpost in the movement toward heightened individualism in Chosŏn discourse.

□ 학회 발표 (선정) Conference Presentations (selected)

"Hwang Sayŏng , Global Subject in the Hermit Kingdom [황사영: 은자왕국 속의 세계적 국민]." New York Conference of Asian Studies, Hamilton College, September 2008

In 1801, three generations before Korea would open its doors to the outside world, Hwang Sayŏng , a Korean aristocrat active in the underground Catholic movement, wrote his infamous "Silk Letter", requesting the intervention of Chinese and European powers to aid Korea's persecuted Catholics. The letter elicits a variety of reactions from contemporary readers: from denouncements of Hwang as traitor and sycophant, to the controversial opinion that Hwang was ahead of his time in recognizing the necessity of transnational alliance. Often lost in such assessments is the fact that Hwang’s letter reveals a sense of identity distinct from the mainstream of "pre-modern" Chosŏn Korea. In his letter, written on a length of silk and addressed to the bishop of Beijing, Hwang describes the miserable circumstances of the indigenous
Church, and suggests the building of strategic transnational ties through a diplomatic marriage, language exchange, and the opening of Chinese shops in Korea. He boldly invites armed intervention, and suggests that the deteriorating, xenophobic Korean regime be subjugated to foreign leadership for its own good, as well as for the sake of the Korean Church. Setting aside debate over the weakness or merit of Hwang's position, this paper draws attention to the Silk Letter's significance in Korean intellectual history by reading it as the manifesto of a new subjectivity which, based on shared belief and ideology rather than on the traditional ties of clan, ethnicity, and geopolitics, facilitated the shifting of boundaries toward a more global sense of identity.

Transcending Nature and Tradition at a Price: The Female in Early Korean Catholic Texts 

In late eighteenth-century Korea, European Catholicism transmitted from China brought with it the presupposition that the human soul was transcendent of nature. This, alongside the doctrine that all human beings were equal before God, disturbed the traditional value system that placed women in an inferior position with roles strictly circumscribed according to a pattern that was thought to mirror the harmony of the unified Neo-Confucian cosmic order. Several documents from the early years of the Korean Catholic movement provide a glimpse into the subjective experience of this shifting of presupposition and its consequent disruption of traditional gender-related boundaries. Among the earliest documents, Ryuhandang Eonhaengsillok [류한당 연설록 The Words and Deeds of Ryuhandang], an otherwise traditional series of admonitions for women, sets the relationship between man and woman above and apart from the traditional Confucian virtues and thereby provides for a subtle elevation of the status of women. Also, Hwang Sayŏng [황사영], in his infamous Silk Letter [백서], portrays an unusually “modern” woman in the person of Kang Wansuk [강완숙]. However, the most personal of these documents reveal the price of this transcendent escape—alienation from society and nature: Written from prison before her execution, the letters of Yi Suni [이순이], which describe the choices and values that placed her in defiance of the status quo, also disclose the martyr’s otherworldly identification and inward-gazing obsession with purity. And “Jachaek” [자책 Self-Reproach], a confessional essay attributed to Ch’oe Hae-du [최해두] (a man), is somewhat boundary-crossing in its similarity to genres and thematic treatments typically associated with women’s writing, but its content also reveals the self-flagellating subject’s antagonism toward his own somatic nature.
“Progressively Conservative: Catholic Didactic Poems in Nineteenth Century Korea [진보적이면서 보수적인 19세기 한국의 천주가사].” Conference on “Integration processes in the circulation of knowledge: Cases from Korea and beyond,” University of Bochum, Germany, June 2013.

One aspect of Korea’s transition to modernity was the increasing use of vernacular language in literature, accompanied by the expansion of literary activity among the lower classes. The introduction of Catholicism is often cited as an intervention that impacted this transition to modernity, partly due to its use of vernacular Korean and its populist appeal. Indeed, even Catholic leaders of the scholarly class favored use of the vernacular and encouraged the transmission of Catholicism to the lower classes. A genre of literature that lent itself well to the popular transmission of Catholic teaching during the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century was the *kasa*, a poem of indefinite length, with no prescribed structure apart from the repetition of a clear rhythm set by a given number of syllables. Thus, “Ch’ŏnju kasa” [Catholic *kasa*] emerged as one of several subgenres of *kasa* that developed during the latter part of Korea’s Chosŏn period (1392–1910). However, when semantic content is taken into account, the case of Catholic *kasa* illustrates that the link between Catholicism and Korea’s transition to modernity is not straightforward. Thematically, non-Catholic *kasa* and other vernacular mainstream literature of this time reveal a growing emphasis on the experience of the individual human subject and quotidian human emotions, an emphasis that diverges from many traditional Korean modes of literary expression and aligns with features of modern literature. Catholic assumptions about the equality of all souls before God, individual salvation, and identity based on individually-chosen belief rather than circumstances of birth suggests an affinity with this emphasis on the individual human subject. Certainly, a handful of personal texts from the early years of the Catholic movement manifest a new inwardly-oriented subjectivity, and Catholicism’s perceived threat to the status quo of late Chosŏn was serious enough to elicit state persecution. However, in their primarily didactic role of communicating religious duty and doctrine, Catholic *kasa* ally more closely with conservative Korean literary modes that emphasized overarching moral imperative over the subjective experience of the individual. This paper will offer a reading of several representative Catholic *kasa* within a discussion of the nuanced role of Catholicism in Korea’s transition toward modernity.


With its emphasis on individual piety, the soul’s immortality, and propositional belief over social praxis, Catholicism introduced to Korean intellectual discourse of the early nineteenth century a heightened focus on the inner self. This is most vividly expressed by a guilt-ridden apostate, who voiced his self-scrutiny in a confession
titled “Chach’aek” [Self-Reproach]. This text not only highlights some of the themes that were at the forefront of Korean Catholic consciousness at that time, such as martyrdom, it also offers a glimpse into the anxiety felt by a Catholic man in regard to his own soul. Furthermore, the text’s lack of adhesion to socially prescribed genres demonstrates the literary ramifications of this heightened inward and individual focus. The text does not fit neatly into the usual categories of male-authored texts of the Chosŏn period (1392–1910), and the emotional intensity more closely resembles the mood of a subcategory of women’s writing. Parts of the essay might tentatively fit into the moral admonition genre of Chosŏn men’s writing, but even then, the focus on the author’s individual soul, rather than on the social implications of wrong actions, sets the text apart. Finally, the author’s censure of his own flesh reveals the darker side of this self-scrutiny. This paper discusses how “Chach’aek,” attributed to Ch’oe Haedu, demonstrates the distinctive subjectivity of an early Korean Catholic by its inward look, and by standing apart, in form as well as in content, from the tradition of Korean literary discourse of the Chosŏn period.

□ 학술논문 Journal Article


In the mid 1960s, a small group of people pitched a tent in the mountains of Kangwŏn province and began building Yesuwŏn (Jesus Abbey). They were led by an American Anglican couple who envisioned a quiet, twelve-member household dedicated to prayer, labor, and the experiment of communal living. But by the mid 1980s, thousands were visiting the “Abbey” each year, and its long-term household at times reached fifty or more. The lifestyle of this community and the writings of its founder, Archer Torrey, became a popular reference point in movements toward renewal in mainstream Korean Evangelicalism. This position of influence may be traced to several factors. First, the Abbey’s existence and the teachings of its founder have challenged the tendency in the mainstream Korean Church to favor sectarianism and church growth over holism and social justice. At the same time, the community’s message has affirmed the traditional emphases of prayer and the work of the Holy Spirit. Finally, the Abbey’s manner of existence independent of a mission board and adaptive to the needs arising over time has further integrated it into the Korean Christian landscape. As of this writing, the community faces a time of transition, and the experiment remains open to the future.
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